2009 ford f 150 ecoboost

Having effectively addressed some of the F's shortcomings for , Ford may be able to maintain
the truck's top-seller tradition, but rival suitors from Dodge and Toyota are hot on its heels.
Crazy as it sounds, the best-selling vehicle for nearly all of the past 30 years has been Ford's
F-Series pickup truck. Although that prestigious title technically belongs to Ford's entire
F-Series family meaning it includes the Super Duty rigs and commercial-use chassis cabs ,
most of the sales numbers were generated by the F If you wanted to label something as
"America's truck," this would be it. And for , Ford has revamped the F in an effort to retain that
title. Ford's magic formula for the F has traditionally consisted of strong towing and hauling
capabilities, solid durability and a dizzying variety of body styles, trim levels and options. In
recent years, this formula has been expanded to include a smooth, quiet ride and an
easy-to-drive demeanor. If you can't find something you like in an F, then maybe you don't really
want a pickup truck. Nonetheless, stiff competition in the large pickup segment has compelled
Ford to give the F a thorough freshening this year. Making changes to a perennial cash cow is
not something a company's going to take lightly. As such, Ford has made careful but key
upgrades to the F that address some of its former shortcomings. There's a six-speed automatic
in place of the aged four-speeder, for example, which provides better low-speed acceleration as
well as more relaxed and fuel-efficient cruising. Additional changes for the Ford F include Super
Duty-inspired front-end styling and a new high-zoot Platinum trim level. The SuperCrew also
gets more "super" via a 6-inch cabin stretch, which provides a flat rear floor and limolike rear
passenger room as well as the ability to carry really large objects within the cab. Other neat and
useful features include a capless fuel filler, steps that deploy to ease access to the bed, Ford's
Sync multimedia voice command system which can also provide weather, gas prices, sports
scores and movie times via Sirius Travel Link and an integrated trailer-brake controller. As
before, there are numerous features that optimize hauling and reduce stress, such as a cargo
management system and a rearview camera. Nonetheless, the F still can't touch a Tundra in a
stoplight drag race, even when it's got the top-shelf 5. And while towing and hauling capacities
are impressive on paper, real-world testing lays bare the F's under-hood deficiencies, as the
Ford struggles to keep up with brawnier rivals like the Tundra, the new Hemi-powered Dodge
Ram and the Chevrolet Silverado. Still, with its user-friendly features and pleasant driving
dynamics, the F remains one of the easiest half-ton pickups to live with on an everyday basis.
And with the wide range of available body styles, trim levels and equipment, you're sure to find
one that meets your needs. The Ford F full-size pickup truck is available in three body styles:
regular cab, extended cab "SuperCab" and crew cab "SuperCrew". Cargo box size choices vary
as well: regular cabs come with a 6. The SuperCrew can have either the 5. Reverse-opening rear
doors are standard on regular and SuperCabs for easier cab access, while SuperCrews have
four full-size doors. The volume leader XLT features chrome exterior trim including the grille ,
an upgraded cloth interior, cruise control and full power accessories. The FX4 4WD shares its
color-keyed bumper and grille styling with the STX and also features a towing package, inch
wheels, underbody skid plates, retuned springs and heavy-duty shocks, a leather-wrapped
steering wheel, bucket seats with center console, a six-way power driver seat and satellite radio.
The Lariat trim offers an upscale ambiance with two-tone paint, a silver mesh grille insert,
brushed aluminum and wood interior highlights, leather upholstery, way power driver and
passenger seats, heated front seats, power-adjustable pedals, the Sync multifunction voice
command system, automatic climate control and a trip computer. The SFE package includes the
5. Other options include a premium Sony audio system, remote engine start, a navigation
system, a back-up camera, a cargo management system, a stowable bed extender, reverse
parking sensor, a rear-seat DVD entertainment system and a sunroof. Aimed at those who work
out of their trucks, Ford's Work Solutions options include an in-dash computer with Internet
access, a Midbox storage system a lockable compartment located between the cab and bed and
a "Tool Link" system which allows one to keep tabs on tools stored in the truck's box via
radio-frequency tracking. There are three main engine choices in the Ford F lineup, all of them
V8s: a 4. The base 4. The brakes have a soft feel about them, but stopping distances are quite
good. In instrumented testing, we stopped a four-wheel-drive Super Crew from 60 mph in an
impressive feet. As expected, buyers have a choice between two- and four-wheel drive on all
versions of the F When it comes to working capacity, the F can't be beat -- on paper, at least.
Properly equipped, an F with the 5. In practice, however, the F struggles to keep up with more
powerful rivals in towing and hauling tests, particularly when going up grades. A more typical
4WD SuperCrew with the 5. Antilock disc brakes, stability control, trailer sway control and a full
complement of airbags including front seat side and full-length side curtain are standard across
the board. Thanks to its stiff frame and double-wishbone front suspension, the Ford F delivers
impressive ride and handling dynamics for a full-size truck. The powertrain enhancements this
year also make the truck feel noticeably livelier, thanks in part to the six-speed automatic's

well-spaced gears and cooperative nature. Yet the F is still down on maximum power -- to the
tune of hp compared to the big V8s in the Ram, Tundra and GM trucks -- so if you need or want
serious oomph, there are better choices. In SuperCrew form, the Ford F can comfortably seat
five or six people. Backseat comfort rivals the best in the segment thanks to an abundance of
legroom, a flat floor and a seatback angle that's not too upright as in some rivals. Carrying three
passengers in the backseat is still possible if you get a SuperCab, though legroom will be
noticeably less generous. All F versions offer simple controls and materials of pleasing quality.
Order the navigation system and you'll get a large 8-inch screen. Hauling large items is no
problem in SuperCabs and SuperCrews, as the backseat quickly folds up to make way for
cargo. The SuperCrew's flat floor allows for secure transport of pets and big-screen TVs alike.
Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Ford F Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you
that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're
willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few
years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis.
It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out
Ford lease specials Check out Ford F lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Engine performance still not
equal to its most potent rivals, unimpressive real-world towing and hauling performance,
steering wheel doesn't telescope. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The Ford F has been fully redesigned, with styling
changes inspired by the Super Duty Series trucks and mechanical changes inspired by the
competition. The former include a taller hood line and more macho grilles, while the latter
includes higher-output engines along with a new six-speed automatic transmission. Read more.
Write a review See all 98 reviews. Dependable Smooth Tough. I purchased my FX4 SuperCrew in
with 49, miles on the odometer. It is now and my truck now has over , on it. I drive this truck A
LOT, as you can see. This is the first time writing a review for a vehicle I've owned, but I felt that
I had to share my experience with perspective buyers. I have changed the oil exclusively with
Ford Motor Craft oil and filters based off of the dash computer oil life calculator. I have done all
scheduled service either myself or at the dealer. This truck has never let me down. Aside from
oil changes and brakes, I have replaced both front upper control arms, front hub actuators,
spark plugs, and serviced the rear diff, transfer case, engine coolant, and replaced the tires and
battery. In , miles, I would say that is very minimal maintenance, and I couldn't ask for anything
more. My fuel mileage has been consistent since the day I bought it. My transmission shifts
smooth, 4x4 engages easy smoothly, and the ride is still smooth, quiet and comfortable. I am
updating this now with over , miles on the odometer, and still no issues with this truck. I am
very pleased with the reliability and quality of this truck. Read less. The Duck Mobile keeps on
truckin. I purchased my truck with everything on it from the factory. It has sat outside for the
past 6. It is best to have heavy duty truck brakes installed ASAP because the truck is heavy and
normal Ford brakes just don't handle stopping well. At first I did not like the 6. I got the overall
chrome package and I am still getting admiring comments, "awesome looking truck, wow what
a pretty truck, etc. I am running American 5 spoke chrome wheels, no problems. So far, this
truck has done extremely well. I usually buy a new Ford Truck every 4 years, I just got another
four year extended warranty on this truck so I guess I am keeping it a while longer. Happy With
the F After 5 Years. Other than that it's been a great truck. I tow a lb travel travel trailer around
Alaska and northern BC and it handles towing up incredibly steep and long grades coming up
mountain passes from the coast easily. It also handles the km gravel surface Dempster highway
going up to the arctic ocean just as well as it does starting and driving in temperatures of or
colder. I plan on keeping this truck indefinately. Pulls 34' trailer ok in Midwest but might be
tough in mountains. Quiet over bumps. Captain chairs are very comfortable. Front doors sound
a little tinny when closing. Tailgate step is useful. Can stack 5 dog crates in rear of cab on flat
floor. Would prefer quicker steering ratio. Unable to get DRL's so leave headlights on all the
time. No problems so far. Miss having locking fuel filler. Beautiful truck. Cooled front seats are a
nice extra. Might be nice to have a grab handle on driver's side A-pillar. Love our truck. See all
98 reviews of the Used Ford F Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result
No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People
who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the F Sign Up. Coronavirus update:

New contactless services to help keep you safe. Was great to deal with, of all the cars I've
purchased in my life this was the smoothest transaction I've dealt with, laid back no pressure,
the way it should be. Great informative response. However I did notice the seller description
was updated - the description stated they would finance. I bought this pickup from them they
made the experience great Happy with the whole experience. Gilley was wonderful to work with!
Car is just as described and due to inclement weather, he met me at am so I could get back on
the road!! Worth driving the distance to pick up my vehicle, beautiful vehicle just as described,
very happy!! Thank you Gilley!! At first they responded, then when I asked about any engine
leaks or rust on the truck, nothing. Terrible terrible terrible. The finance staff was very kind and
accommodating! The salesman tried to help out but we were unable to come to an agreement.
Good people, tried very hard! I don't need financing. Car looked good but it turned out to be too
far to go to look at it and take for our mechanic to look at. Vehicle runs great. Everyone was
such a pleasure to work with and the process was really quick will definitely be coming back.
Great job getting back with me. Sorry I could make it from Denver, but keep in touch , looking
forward to looking again at the cars from your lot. Thank you. Very nice guys and they gave me
the car and told me to bring them the money back whenever I feel I never purchased anything
and give it to me without any worries please if you need a reliable transportation please go see
Discovery Auto Sale. They responded to me but they did not let me know if they still had that
truck that I was looking for or anything they just gave me other truck prices that were 15 grand
more than I was looking at. Very easy todeal with ,Very respectfull, not pushy sales tactics, very
Honest in ALL aspects, even delivered car ,Would buy from this dealer again! Very nice and
helpful. Sadly the car sold before I could get by to look at it. Larry was very nice to deal with.
Will be watching his dealership for future deals. Quick response to my inquiry. The car I test
drove was a cute car, but the cost was too high for the damage I saw. Customer service was ok
but not great. The salesperson definitely had patience when I checked out 3 cars but smoked in
front of my husband who has asthma. What you see is what you get kind of place. Sales person
not personable. Brought vehicle from back lot to us and just left it running and said spend as
much time as want to look at it. He just walked away and did not offer a test ride or answer any
questions. Car was so filthy inside I would not even sit in it. Best car buying experience I have
ever had. Fast, easy and the best price I could find by a long shot. New towing packages and
technology features make the Ford F an attractive truck for those seeking utility or comfort - or
both. The additions to Ford's F create a more versatile and all-encompassing fleet that ranges
from utilitarian to posh. The F maintains, and perhaps improves, its stance as one of the great
American automobiles. The Ford F receives a bevy of changes for It seems that losing its spot
as the number-one-selling automobile in the U. And that's a good sign for truck buyers. The
first, and most elemental change, is to the frame. Ford uses a lighter, more rigid steel structure
that makes room for slightly better rigidity and horsepower. The other changes take form in new
options and features as well as a new high-end Platinum trim. Breaking down the F lineup into
an understandable format is a task in and of itself. Like other trucks in its class, the F comes in
a multiplicity of trims, with options for cab sizes, engines, beds, and more. Waffle cone or
regular? Jimmies or cookie crumbles? Shake or Malt? The details can be overwhelming, so I've
taken a stab at a simplified, logical breakdown. For each trim level, up to three cab sizes are
available: Regular, Supercab, and Supercrew. There are also four box sizes to match your toting
needs. Here's a rundown of the trims:. All three engines are available, with the 2-valve 4. Only
the 4. XLT â€” The midrange. Premium cloth seats and cruise control are also standard. FX4 â€”
Designed for off-roading. Available only with the 5. Standard electronic locking rear differential,
trailer tow package, and all-terrain tires. Lariat â€” Tough Luxury. Automatic temperature
control. Standard SYNC â€” voice-activated automatic controls. Entertainment options.
Available only in with the 5. King Ranch â€” The high end. The King Ranch has way power front
captain's seats with both heating and cooling. Platinum â€” This level is new for , and Ford pulls
out all the stops. Satin-finish grille with chrome mesh insert, inch wheels, way power captains
seats with both heating and cooling capabilities, rear-view camera, more chrome along with
accented moldings and stylings on the exterior. It also features power running boards, brushed
aluminum interior front trimmings, and a big silver badge across the back of the tailgate to let
everyone know you have the Platinum. There are three V8 engines to choose from in the F
lineup. The first - a 4. The transmission that pairs with this engine is a four-speed automatic
with overdrive. The next engine gets a bump up to 4. The additional valve on the V8 is designed
by Ford with the intention of reducing emissions and improving mileage. Horsepower is
improved to and the torque bumps to lb-ft at 4, RPM. Both front- and rear-wheel transmissions
for this engine are six-speed automatics. The largest of the engines, a 2-valve V8, maxes out the
hp at and achieves lb-ft of torque at 3, RPM. The F boasts best-in-class towing capacity of 11,
lbs â€” with any cab configuration - in addition to best-in-class cargo-box payload, at 3, lbs.

Professional reviews claim the F performs well in both ride comfort and steering and cornering
compared to its class peers. As a truck it handles small bumps well and bounces a bit with
larger divots and protrusions. The trailer towing package is standard on the top four trims and
optional for the other three. The package includes a class IV hitch, wiring harness, and an
upgraded radiator and transmission cooler. Upgrades to that package are also available to all
trims except the STX. Ford adds many new features for those who use trailers. The rearview
camera available if you have a navigation screen makes backing up to the trailer much easier.
For those who have brake-equipped trailers, the F offers a brake synchronization system that
seamlessly operates both sets of brakes while eliminating the tugging or jerking involved in
older systems. There is also standard Trailer Sway Mitigation for those without trailers with
brakes â€” this senses when a trailer is causing the truck to sway and uses asymmetric braking
to bring the vehicle under control. The F cabin adds 2 more inches of space to the center
console, making it large enough to hold two full laptops. The crew cab is also 6 inches bigger,
providing for more rear legroom. It also brings a fold-and-tuck bed extender that takes up very
little space when not in use. Ford also brags about the flat-floor option for the crew cab, which
facilitates easier loading, and provides a level surface for cargo. The fold-up seats hug the rear
wall and provide great space for stowage. Other upgrades are Sirius satellite service say that
ten times fast! Trucks are some of the safest vehicles on the road due to their sheer size and
weight. The F brings many standard features to the table. Dual-stage driver and front passenger
airbags, front side airbags, front side canopy airbags, four disc brakes, antilock brakes, traction
control, and an anti-skid system. Standard on the King Ranch and the Platinum and optional on
the XLT, FX4, and Lariat is the rear-view camera, mounted on the tailgate and displayed on the
8-inch navigation screen. Asking a truck owner about their truck is like asking a parent about
their kid â€” they always defend it. The version got reviews that mostly praise the truck,
claiming owners were happy about the value for the price and the suspension, with some minor
complaints about coveted interior additions â€” some of which showed up in We'll help you find
great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide
you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Ford F
listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you
safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Ford Dealer. Image Not Available. Request
Information. Here's a rundown of the trims: XL â€” Dubbed "the workhorse" by Ford, the XL is
the base trim of the fleet, with a CD player and cruise control optional add-ons. Why Use
CarGurus? This time, Ford has brought every possible F configuration to the table where other
makers are being measured. In other words: No one will accuse Ford of bringing a knife to a
gun fight. Plenty of buyers will appreciate this, Ford's Baskin-Robbins approach to truck
building, with more than 31 flavors from which to choose. But can Ford keep making so many
flavors when the economy and truck lovers have gone on a crash diet? The new F features an
updated, fully boxed frame to act as a more rigid platform, which allowed suspension engineers
to make incremental improvements. Nothing revolutionary here. In fact, the overall suspension
strategy of the truck is no different from the previous model front coil-over shocks with double
A-arms, and a rear live axle on leaf springs. The rear spring pack is wider and six inches longer,
while the front uses a stronger stamped-steel lower control arm. Ford also uses two separate
steering ratios, depending on which wheelbase and towing option package the truck has, to
improve the often criticized numb F feel. And it works. We recently sampled several of these
new varieties under a host of conditions at the manufacturer's proving grounds. Steering feel in
our SuperCab tester proved a bit soft on center but had a firmer, quicker feel when cornering,
and directional stability has been improved. The ride on our SuperCrew around uneven
concrete and blacktop surfaces of Dearborn, Michigan, was noticeably absorbing just about
every rut and pothole and there were many. Likewise, on several around-town freeway loops,
where concrete was broken and rutted, our empty Ford tester hunkered down and swallowed up
the hits. A drive around the racetrack, however, revealed an oddity in the suspension. Off the
line, at or near wide-open throttle, we encountered a notable axle-hop oscillation. A simple
adjustment on our takeoffs ended up putting 0-to times in the eight-second range. It's possible
this was a track-surface anomaly, but we'll keep our eye on it. Our test unit came equipped with
the popular 5. As strong as that sounds, it still felt taxed during normal driving. Make no
mistake, with all the safety and strength-adding support to the frame and undercarriage, as well

as sound-deadening material throughout the cabs, this is a heavy truck, and it drives like it. In
fact, the new six-speed really more like a five-speed with an extra overdrive allows much of the
engine's inherent power to feel like it slips away. Chalk this up to Ford's desire to achieve the
best cruising fuel-economy numbers possible. Recently released EPA numbers list the 5. We
also towed a few heavy loads with the new Ford, specifically, a pound trailer through suburban
Detroit. This is where the F is at home. With wider and longer leaf springs, stability and
confidence under load are as good as anything in the segment. Maybe that's not surprising
because the new F has the highest towing capacity at 11, pounds and the largest payload at
pounds of any vehicle in the segment. With pounds of tongue weight, steering feel was solid
and without wander, much of which is most likely due to the standard integrated brake
controller, which now includes an anti-sway algorithm. We further took the off-road package
through nasty trails and obstacles. The four-wheel-drive system offers a push-button rear
locking differential for extra traction, as well as bigger, standard all-terrain tires, new shocks,
custom wheels, stickers, and a unique grille. The system is so capable, we made it through
heavy-duty mud bogs and rocky hillclimbs in four-wheel-drive high range, not even needing low
range. The FX4 had no trouble extricating itself over a slushy steep slope, crossed with a few
felled trees and several ill-placed boulders, where low range was put to use, the rear locker
engaged. Gearing is excellent in the 5. As to interior and exterior design, Ford has stuck with its
"flavor for every trucker" mentality, offering seven different trim packages with three types of
grilles , three cab configurations, three bed boxes, and three engine choices, bringing the grand
total of truck choices, depending on how you count, to more than 60 packages see sidebar. The
folks at Ford seems to think so, as they keep their premium-priced Lariat, King Ranch, and
Platinum models strong in the mix. Whether there are still enough of those buyers to keep this
significant investment a viable choice remains to be seen, but Ford still has a few cards left to
play. New technologies like EcoBoost a V-6 with V-8 power and a new diesel are just around the
corner, and at first glance seem worth the extra money. Ironically, Ford's investment into size
and strength big towing and payload numbers to keep core truck buyers happy could be the
truck's greatest weakness. Downsizing for efficiency and practicality could be in the cards for
many new buyers, which means there could be an opportunity here for Ford's long-ignored
Ranger or something new in the vein of last year's Ford Explorer America wouldn't be too
difficult to hybridize a smaller pickup truck from that or the coming Pontiac G8 ST. Ford has a
lead against just about every competitor in clever details. Inside, the vastly improved Gen-II
SYNC technology helps provide directions to the cheapest fuel, your favorite football team's
full-year schedule, a seven-day weather report for the local area, and tons of music options. The
tailgate step and arm-hold, pop-out sidesteps for easier access into the bed are fun to play with,
and the new cargo management system makes it easy to clip in the separators, along with a tool
chest and storage box. The price range for the F runs the entire spectrum. A regular-cab XL
rubber mats, bench seat, 4x2, 4. But is it enough? Many will argue this is the wrong time to
release a full-size pickup. The F is Ford's best-selling vehicle, however, and if it doesn't remai
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n a hit in the marketplace, there may be little hope for Ford's survival. We'll find out how the
new F stacks up against the other new trucks this year in our February issue. Stay tuned! We're
told this package has been in the works, practically from day one of the redesign, but it looks
awfully suspicious that not long after GM announced its new XFE Extra Fuel Economy , here
comes the Ford equivalent. The target was to achieve 15 mpg in the city and over 20 mpg on the
highway, and Ford got it. Special low-rolling-resistance tires, high 3. Could it get more with a
few body-panel tricks, some de-contenting, and maybe a CVT? We'll see. Ford's EcoBoost V-6s
should raise the mpg bar even further. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Mark
Williams writers. Fall Makes and Model Configurations. Three engine options. Five wheelbases.
Two automatic transmissions. Three cab configurations. Regular SuperCab SuperCrew. Three
bed lengths. Four axle ratios. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

